The Next Generation iGaming+DeFi ecosystem where you can Be the House and earn with BUST

built on Binance Smart Chain
WHAT IS BUSTA?

BUSTA is a fully immersive iGaming + DeFi platform built on Binance Smart Chain.

It is an enormous and ambitious ecosystem which will soon be populated by multiple games and tokens. Accompanied by its own DEX, Staking pools, Affiliate and Partner programs, and DAO, it is truly unique in its intricately weaved architecture.

It is capable of huge horizontal and vertical growth and expandability, while keeping all profit cycling within the ecosystem itself and managed by the community via the DAO.
To achieve our lofty goals, we designed BUSTA with five major components that all tie into the core fundamentals of a circular ecosystem where everyone benefits. One or two of these components by themselves could and do still function as a standalone product, but the iGaming + DeFi space is already littered with single/limited purpose platforms with no real utility or without an obvious benefit to their community.

Our ecosystem is designed so that each component benefits the others and as each increases in popularity and volume, the whole ecosystem and our community will reap the rewards in the form of constant buy and burn pressure on BUST and partner tokens, and an increased bankroll for higher winnings from the games - among other benefits.
WHAT IS BUSTA CRASH?

BUSTA CRASH is a progressive jackpot game that is powered by the Degenerator DAO.

Users can place bets with BNB and watch the multiplier curve increase exponentially then click the exit button to claim their winnings before the game crashes. The longer the round, the more they can win, though if the game crashes before they exit they lose their bet.

The chance of winning and incentive to play is relatively high for our users compared to other casino style games, but with a 1–2% house edge built in, the house always wins over time. What sets BUSTA CRASH apart from other games is that the house edge is used to automatically and constantly increase the value of the BUST token, effectively meaning:

BUST holders are the house!
THE BUSTA AMM/ROUTER

Instead of using another AMM/Router like PancakeSwap for liquidity staking and trading of the BUST token, we are using our own. This gives us the ability to have a 4% swap fee on all trades of BUST made on our platform, similar to transaction taxes on other popular tokens like SafeMoon.

Since this fee is handled at the AMM/Router level instead of built in to the token properties, it allows the BUST token to be easily listable on any centralized exchange without any extra effort from them to implement a transaction tax at their end.

Our automated fee manager smart contract includes multiple protocols designed to utilise this swap fee to perpetually increase the value of BUST over time as people trade. In the near future, the swap fee will be under control of the DAO, meaning BUST holders can vote to adjust how it functions and reduce it if desired.
The Busta Dex Difference for Listed Tokens

Most DEX’s burn THEIR native token with a percentage of the swap fee revenue from trading volume of listed tokens.

BUSTA DEX provides a unique incentive and added utility for tokens that list with us as we burn the listed token as well as our own with our world first, fully customizable smart contracts.

Listed tokens choose the swap fee % for all trades of their token on BUSTA DEX, anywhere from as low as 0.03%, up to 5%, 20%, whatever they want.

Then they choose the distribution split %s for:

- Token Burn – We burn the listed token
- LP Return – Giving back to the LP providers
- LP Lockup – Adding trading liquidity for the listed token
- Treasury – This cut goes straight to the listed project’s designated wallet

They can have any combination of the above, up to their chosen swap fee %, including a minimum of 0.03% for the BUSTA DAO. This gives them a tx tax on all trades of their token on BUSTA DEX, without them needing to hard code these into their token contract.
Benefits to using the BUSTA DEX

- Tokens can be easily listed on CEX’s as there is no fee built into the token
- Community won’t have to pay the tx tax on wallet to wallet transfers and creating / breaking LP
- The transaction tax is fully adjustable any time, so they can adjust the swap fee % and fee distribution split according to their own community needs and market conditions.

It doesn’t matter if they’re an existing project and already listed, or a new project looking to list - if their trading volume isn’t on BUSTA DEX, then they’re giving someone else revenue that could be theirs. This will cause “listing envy” and we expect many projects to flock to us once they see what we can do for them.
The Swap Fee and House Edge are utilised in a way that best incentivises buying and holding/staking the BUST token. The fees are split via the following 4 protocols:

1. Staking and Affiliate Rewards
   To help boost APY of the pools, 25% of both the swap fee and house edge is automatically sent to the BUST–BNB and BUST–BUSD LP farms, the single token BUST pool, and to our affiliate reward program. Initially these staking and affiliate rewards will be a mixture of BNB and BUST (the BUST tokens will be bought from the open market, adding to the buy pressure), though they can also include partner tokens.

2. LP Acquisition and Lockup
   25% of both the swap fee and house edge is automatically used to acquire BUST–BNB and BUST–BUSD LP from the open market and permanently lock it up as liquidity on the BUST router/AMM to help create an ever-increasing price floor.
3. Token BuyBack and Burn
25% of both the swap fee and house edge is automatically used to buy tokens from the open market and send them to a burn address. This constant buy pressure will help to keep a steady price increase and the burning permanently removes those tokens from the circulating supply to increase scarcity. For the first 90 days the tokens to be bought and burned will be split as 60% BUST, 20% MFRM and 20% APE. After 90 days, the community – via the DAO – will decide the percentage split.

4. DAO Treasury / Bankroll
25% of both the swap fee and house edge is automatically sent to the DAO Treasury / Bankroll. This will perpetually increase the size of the bankroll (potential game winnings) and a percentage will be used for development of future games, marketing and operations. However, the DAO will ultimately decide how these funds are used – they can be used to buy and burn BUST or partner tokens, create more trading liquidity, or any other proposal submitted and voted through if the DAO decides it to be so.
BUSTA DAILY EDGE/FEE DISTRIBUTION EXAMPLE

$1,000,000
In daily play volume

$20,000
WORTH OF HOUSE EDGE
GENERATED (2%)

$10K
$5K

STAKING & AFFILIATE REWARDS
$15K/DAY

LP ACQUISITION & LOCK UP
$10K
$5K

$40,000
WORTH OF SWAP FEE
GENERATED (4%)

$1,000,000
In daily trade volume

$5K
$10K

TOKEN BUYBACK & BURN
$15K/DAY

DAO TREASURY
$15K/DAY
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DegeneratorDAO
DegeneratorDAO

The DegeneratorDAO is the name of the DAO behind our games. There isn’t a single group who takes profit.

BUSTAs vision is fun, highly scalable game DApps which have fully automated utility and are governed by the community. The DAO is the glue which brings our vision to life.

BUST governance token holders will periodically vote on changing %s and how accumulated treasury funds are used.
BEING THE HOUSE AND DAO VOTING POWER

There are two ways to be the house and share in the games success:
You can hold or stake the BUST token and benefit as the popularity of the
game and the BUST token increases, or you can stake BNB to increase
the game bankroll and be rewarded with BUST and BNB from the house
eedge and swap fees.

The BUST token also allows access to the DAO which will lead any
changes to the game that are voted upon by BUST holders. For example,
token holders may vote to adjust the percentages of the house edge or
swap fee distribution, and/or potentially have some percentage go
towards an affiliate program to get even more users to play the game.
BUSTA
CONCEPT GAME DESIGN

END RESULT MAY VARY DEPENDING ON BETA FEEDBACK
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GAMIFY YOUR POOL AND PARTNERSHIPS

On day one, BNB will be the only token used to play and to be won in the BUSTA game. However, we will be actively looking for partners who want to offer their token as additional game rewards or incorporate it into our ecosystem in other ways.

In fact, our system is being designed in a way where anybody can add any BEP-20 token themselves (if fees are paid), just like when adding new coins to PancakeSwap. This will help ‘activate’ multiple token communities as ‘listing on BUST’ will make the game playable with their coin (who wouldn’t want that!).

We also have various partnership opportunities available that will be mutually beneficial for both BUSTA and partners in terms of increasing utility, exposure and value of our respective tokens.
AFFILIATE REWARDS PROGRAM

Our affiliate program is designed so that anyone providing an affiliate link for new BUSTA players, traders and stakers, will automatically receive commission rewards everytime someone who joined via their link does any of the following:

- Wins a round of the BUSTA game
- Makes a trade on our exchange
- Claims any staking rewards

This is great for casual players to get a little commission here and there from inviting friends, but affiliates with large social followings are easily able create lucrative passive income streams that will last indefinitely so long as the game has players and the token is traded and staked.
FUTURE GAMING

BUSTA CRASH is our flagship game but is the first of many. We will finance building games #2 and #3 from either raising sufficient capital via an IDO OR via loading a proposal to cover costs using the Fees accumulated by the DAO.

Right now we’re fully focused on the development of game #1, but it will be autonomous enough for development of a wider range of games shortly after launch. Future games WILL NOT have a new token each – everything will flow back to the DAO ie benefit BUST.

Once live, each game will require very little human intervention other than general maintenance. Perpetual Utility!
The BUSTA CRASH game MVP release playable with BNB is scheduled for early August 2021. A large update with additional features will be rolled out late August - marking the full-feature launch of game 1! The dev team are working in Agile-Sprint cycles, meaning clear updates around progress and goals every 2 weeks. These updates are shared with our community via Medium posts and broadcast across our social channels.

Built on node.js with security and transparency/proof as the highest priorities.

Provable security. Provably fair. All Smart-Contracts audited.
# Tokenomics

**The total supply of $BUST is 10B (10,000,000,000)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of BUST Tokens</th>
<th>% of Total Supply</th>
<th>Holder/Bucket</th>
<th>Vesting Schedules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,250,000,000</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>0.5% on TGE, 9.5% on V1 Game release, 10% per month for 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000,000</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>Treasury</td>
<td>0.5% on TGE, 9.5% on V1 Game release, 10% per month for 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,200,000,000</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>Devs</td>
<td>0.5% on TGE, 9.5% on V1 Game release, 10% per month for 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700,000,000</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>0.5% on TGE, 9.5% on V1 Game release, 10% per month for 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560,000,000</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>Bounties, Token Partners, etc</td>
<td>5% per month for 20 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450,000,000</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>Advisors</td>
<td>5% on IDO, 5% on Game V1 release, then 10% per month for 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>BSC Liquidity</td>
<td>Unlocked on IDO – for listings only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610,000,000</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>Staking Rewards</td>
<td>Unlocked on IDO – for 6 month staking contract only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80,000,000</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>Airdrop</td>
<td>25% per week over 4 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300,000,000</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>Strategic Sale</td>
<td>15% on IDO, then 17% per month for 5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000,000</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>Private Sale</td>
<td>25% on IDO, then 15% per month for 5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350,000,000</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>*IDO</td>
<td>Unlocked on IDO*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*100% of net IDO proceeds go immediately back to benefit BUST holders:*
- 40% for the iGaming Platform Bankroll – bigger Bankroll means bigger winnings
- 40% for additional liquidity in BUST–BNB and BUST–BUSD LP trading pools
- 20% as BNB staking rewards for various pools – meaning you can stake BUST to earn BNB
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PRIVATE SALE, STRATEGIC SALE AND IDO

We are now holding both a private sale and a strategic sale prior to an IDO. The IDO is scheduled for the 24th of August 2021, roughly two weeks after the MVP game release. For the IDO we’re going BIG! - We’re looking to attract 7,500 to 25,000 participants and get some real buzz going!

This raise will provide funds for the following:

- Continued development of the ecosystem and subsequent games
- Liquidity provision for the BUST-BNB and BUST-BUSD trading pairs
- Any funds beyond the Pre-Sale (ie Net of the IDO funds raised), will go towards:
  - 40% for the game Bankroll.
  - 40% for the Liquidity in BUST/BNB and BUST/BUSD AMM pools
  - 20% towards BNB APY by staking BUST.

Presale kicks off 31st May - IDO must be after the beta game launch in late July - target IDO 24th August 2021
**ROADMAP**

**2021 QUARTER 1**
- Market research, team building and resource gathering
- Planning of game concept and design fundamentals
- Game development commenced

**2021 QUARTER 2**
- Expanded ecosystem planned and development commenced
- Strategic partnerships formalised
- Beta game release end of June

**2021 QUARTER 3**
- Expanded ecosystem release with AMM, Farming, Affiliate rewards and secondary lottery
- Multi-platform IDO launch and V1 game release
- Partners can add their tokens to the game and ecosystem DAO, Governance and voting live

**2021 QUARTER 4**
- More partnerships with existing and new tokens
- Expansion to other blockchains
- Build/acquire additional games to expand the platform
- Fiat on-ramp
- Ongoing marketing

2022+ By Jan 2022 we expect to already be at the forefront of iGaming with crypto. Beyond the above roadmap, our future goals all revolve around expanding the ecosystem with more games, more partners and more features etc.
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DISCLAIMER

This presentation contains information, ideas and analysis which are proprietary to BUSTA. By agreeing to receive this information you also agree to respect the confidential nature of this entire presentation. Specifically you agree not to reproduce in any manner any part of the information contained herein without our prior written consent. This presentation has been prepared by and issued by BUSTA to assist in informing interested parties about BUSTA and should not be considered as an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities or tokens or as an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to those securities or tokens. No agreement to subscribe for securities or tokens will be entered into on the basis of this presentation.

This presentation may contain forward looking statements. Whilst BUSTA has no reason to believe that any such statements are either false, misleading or incorrect, it cannot and does not warrant or guarantee that through either the passage of time or actions beyond the control of BUSTA they will not become so. You should not act and you must refrain from acting in reliance on any of this presentation material. Nothing contained in this presentation constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice. This overview of BUSTA does not purport to be all inclusive or to contain all information which its recipients may require in order to make an informed assessment of BUSTA’s prospects.

Neither BUSTA nor its associates or advisers has verified the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by law, BUSTA makes no representation and gives no assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as to, and takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for, the authenticity, validity, accuracy, suitability or completeness of, or any errors in or omissions, from any information, statement or opinion contained in this presentation. The contents of this presentation are confidential. This presentation is being provided to you on the condition that you do not reproduce or communicate it or disclose it to, or discuss it with, any other person without the prior written permission of BUSTA.
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